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Abstract—Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has become a successful algorithm in the region of artificial intelligence and a strong candidate for many computer vision (CV) algorithms. But the computation complexity of CNN is much higher than traditional algorithms. With the help of GPU acceleration, CNN based applications are widely deployed in servers. However, for embedded platforms, CNN-based solutions are still too complex to be applied. Various dedicated hardware designs on FPGAs have been carried out to accelerate CNNs, while few of them explore the whole design flow for both fast deployment and high power efficiency.

In this paper, we investigate state-of-the-art CNN models and CNN based applications. Requirements on memory, computation and the flexibility of the system are summarized for mapping CNN on embedded FPGAs. Based on these requirements, we propose Angel-Eye, a programmable and flexible CNN accelerator architecture, together with data quantization strategy and compilation tool. Data quantization strategy helps reduce the bit-width down to 8-bit with negligible accuracy loss. The compilation tool maps a certain CNN model efficiently onto hardware. Evaluated on Zynq XC7Z045 platform, Angel-Eye is better in power efficiency than peer FPGA implementation on the same platform. Applications of VGG network, pedestrian detection and face alignment are used to evaluate our design on Zynq XC7Z020. NIVIDA TK1 and TX1 platforms are used for comparison. Angel-Eye achieves similar performance and delivers up to 16× better energy efficiency.

Index Terms—Embedded FPGA, convolutional neural network, design flow, hardware/software co-design

I. INTRODUCTION

Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is one of the state-of-the-art artificial intelligence algorithms. With a large model and enough training data set, CNN generates complex features for certain tasks, which outperforms traditional handcrafted features. Thus CNNs can help achieve the top performance in regions like image classification [1] [2], object detection [3] and even stereo vision [4]. Some audio algorithms also involve CNN as one of the feature extraction steps [5].

Despite the outstanding performance, CNNs are hard to be implemented in daily applications and devices, because of its high computation complexity. Large CNN models can involve up to about 40G operations (multiplication or addition) [2] for the inference of one 224×224 image. Larger images in real applications can scale this number up. Thus CNN based applications are usually implemented as a cloud service on large servers. For personal devices, traditional CPU platforms are hardly able to handle CNN models with acceptable processing speed. For tasks like object detection where real-time processing is required, the situation is worse.

GPUs offer a high degree of parallelism and are good candidates for accelerating CNN. GPUs have been widely applied to the training and inference of CNN. The high utilization of GPU relies on large batch size, which is the number of images processed in parallel. Large batch size is not practical for real-time inference. For applications on video stream like object tracking, input images should be processed frame by frame. The latency of the result of each frame is critical to the application’s performance. Using batch in video processing can greatly increase latency. In some tracking algorithms, the result of one frame affects the process of the next frame. This requires that the frames are processed one by one.

On the other hand, one can design dedicated architecture for CNNs and parallelize the CNN computation within a frame. The flexibility of FPGA makes it a good candidate for CNN acceleration. With a scalable design, we can also implement CNN accelerator on embedded FPGAs. Several designs have been proposed for CNN acceleration [6] [7] [8] but few of them discusses the overall design flow for mapping CNN onto embedded FPGAs.

Considering the high computation and storage of CNN, mapping it onto embedded FPGAs without simplification is not feasible. Recent works on CNN have shown that the data format can be compressed from 32-bit floating point to fixed point. This greatly reduces the power and area cost of the hardware. We have shown that 8-bit fixed point is enough for VGG network [8]. Han et al. [9] compressed the data to 4-bit by weight sharing. Recent work even tries 1-bit weight for classification [10].

Various hardware architectures have been proposed to accelerate CNN on FPGAs. Most of the works manually map a target CNN model to hardware structure. Zhang et al. [7] explore the design space for the accelerator of AlexNet [1] and
propose a floating-point accelerator on FPGA. [11] and [12] implement automatic design tools but are targeting a single network. This pushes the hardware performance to the extreme while sacrificing the flexibility to different networks.

With our investigation on CNN models and CNN based applications, which will be introduced in section III, we show that targeting a certain network may not be a good choice for accelerator design. Another choice is to use a flexible hardware structure and mapping different networks onto it by changing the software. We adopt this choice and design instructions such that we still provide good hardware efficiency. This can respond to the changes in network topology quickly and support switching between different networks at run-time.

In this paper, we extend our previous work [8] to a complete design flow for mapping CNN onto embedded FPGA. Three parts are included in this flow:

- A data quantization strategy to compress the original network to a fixed-point form.
- A parameterized and run-time configurable hardware architecture to support various networks and fit into various platforms.
- A compiler is proposed to map a CNN model onto the hardware architecture.

Our experiments on FPGA show that the proposed design flow delivers CNN acceleration with high energy efficiency.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the background of CNN. The motivation and design target is introduced in Section III. Details of the flow are shown in Section IV. We show the experimental results in Section V. Section VI reviews previous work. Section VII concludes this paper.

II. PRELIMINARY OF CNN

A CNN consists of a set of layers. As the name suggests, the most important layers in CNNs are the convolution(Conv) layers. Besides, fully connected(FC) layers, non-linearity layers, and pooling layers (down-sampling layer) are also essential in CNN.

Conv layer applies 2-d convolution with trained filters on input feature maps to extract local features. Multiple Conv layers are usually cascaded to extract high-level features. An example is shown in Figure 1 (a), where the feature maps are blue, and the 3-D Conv kernel is green. Each pixel of each output feature map is the inner product of a part of input with a 3-D convolution kernel.

FC layer applies a linear transformation on the input feature vector. It is usually used as the classifier in the final stage of a CNN. A simple FC layer with four input and three output are shown in Figure 1 (b) where each connection represents a weight of the model.

Non-linearity layer helps increase the fitting ability of neural networks. In CNN, the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), as shown in Figure 1 (c), is the most frequently used function [1]. Hyperbolic tangent function and sigmoid function are also adopted in various neural networks.

Pooling layer is used for down-sampling. Average pooling and max pooling are two major types of pooling layers. For a pooling layer, it outputs the maximum or average value of each sub-area in the input feature map. The pooling layer can not only reduce the feature map size and the computation for later layers, but also introduces translation invariance. A simple max pooling layer with a 2×2 kernel is shown in Figure 1 (d).

A practical CNN for face alignment is shown in Figure 2. It calculates the coordinates of 5 character points of human face given the face image, two points for eyes, two points for mouth and one point for nose. Conv layers, Pooling layers, and Non-linearity layers are interleaved to extract features. An FC layer at the end generates the coordinates of these points from extracted features. We also use this network to evaluate our hardware design.

III. MOTIVATION

Before introducing the details of the design flow, we first investigate state-of-the-art CNN models and CNN based applications to see the required features for our design flow.

A. CNN Models

State-of-the-art CNN models differ greatly from the earlier networks in topology. Recent work is focusing more on the design of Conv layers than on FC layers. As in VGG network [2], 3 FC layers with more than 0.12 billion weights are used for the final classification. ResNet [14], the winner of Image-Net Large-Scale Vision Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) 2015, implements 152 layers where only the last layer is a fully-connected layer. Shortcut structure is also
Convolution kernels in CNN are also changing. **Recent CNN models prefer smaller convolution kernels than larger ones.** Early CNN designs [1] [18] adopt convolution kernels of size 11×11 for Conv layers, which are much larger than the 3×3 kernels in VGG networks [2]. The 152-layer ResNet also uses 3×3 kernels in all the layers except for the first one. SqueezeNet [13] even uses 1×1 kernels to further reduce computation complexity. Experimental results show that this kind of structure achieves comparable classification accuracy with AlexNet [1] while the parameter size is 50× fewer. Using smaller kernels in Conv layers can reduce the computation complexity while the network performance remains. Statistics on how the MAC operations distribute in state-of-the-art CNN models is shown in Table I. We can see that convolution layers, especially those with small kernel size like 3×3 are most popular in module design. So the proposed hardware adopts a 3×3 convolution kernel design to fit into most of the layers in state-of-the-art CNN models.

Table I also shows the overall computation complexity of these models. Usually, giga-level MAC is included in a CNN model. Using these models on embedded platforms is not feasible without acceleration or simplification.

**Besides computation complexity, storage complexity of CNN is also high.** For the CNN models listed in Table I, we also investigate the size of intermediate data between different layers and the parameter of each layer. A sample statistics of the VGG-11 model is shown in Figure 3. For convolution layers, the maximum size of the feature maps or the convolution kernels of a single layer reaches MB level, which is hard to be totally cached on-chip for embedded FPGA. Thus effective memory management and data reuse strategy should be explored.

### B. Hints from Application

In many applications, like object detection [3], face recognition [19] and stereo vision [4], CNN has shown its power and beats traditional algorithms where handcrafted models are used. Implementing this kind of algorithms on mobile devices will do great help to the robot or smart camera manufacturers. But in some cases, more than one network is needed in the algorithm. In [19], a cascaded CNN structure is proposed for face detection. In this algorithm, the first CNN goes over the...
As the accelerator should be configurable at run-time. As the execution of CNN can be decided by run-time results, a host controller is needed to handle the control flow.

IV. FLOW DESCRIPTION

The overall structure of the design flow is shown in Figure 4. First, to deal with the high computation complexity of CNN models, data quantization is proposed to compress the data bit-width to reduce the workload. Second, to deploy the model to hardware accelerator, a compiler is proposed to automatically generate an instruction sequence to describe the process of CNN execution. Details of the three steps: block partition, memory mapping, and dependency check will be discussed in section IV-C. A hardware accelerator is proposed to support the instruction interface. To better describe the behavior of the compiler, hardware architecture will be introduced before the compiler.

A. Data Quantization

As introduced in the previous section, the high computation complexity of CNN models makes it hard to be deployed on embedded platforms. Compressing the model is a good choice. A straightforward way to compress a network is to reduce the bit-width for computing. This utilizes the flexibility of FPGA or ASIC design compared with GPU or CPU. It is also proved to be an effective way in the previous work [6] [20] [21] but limited to 16-bit or 12-bit.

Usually, a CNN is trained with 32-bit floating point data on GPU. Latest GPU can handle 16-bit floating-point format, but still complex compared with fixed-point data format. Compressing the bit-width means doing coarse data quantization. The dynamic range of data across different layers in a CNN is usually large. Thus a uniform quantization with fixed point data format for all the layers may incur great performance loss. To address this problem, we propose a quantization strategy with which the radix position of the fixed point data in each layer is chosen differently. The strategy tries to find the best radix point position in each layer given the bit-width. This is hardware friendly because only extra shifters are needed to align the data. Fixed-point adders and multipliers remain unchanged.

The quantization flow is shown in Figure 5. The network is first trained with floating point data format. Then for each layer, we first collect the statistics on the feature maps and network parameters to get a histogram of their logarithm value. This inspires how we can choose the radix point position. For each possible solution, we apply it to the network to get a fixed-point format layer and test the accuracy after quantization. Overflow and underflow may occur in this step. For the overflow data, we keep its sign and set its absolute value to the maximum. For underflow data, we set 0. Half-adjust is used to convert the floating-point data to fixed-point format. The quantization result with the best accuracy is kept. After quantization on all the layers, we apply fine tuning to further improve the accuracy. The network is converted back to floating point format to be fine tuned: the gradient, weight, activations are all floating point numbers during fine-tuning for both feed-forward and back propagation. The fine tune result is then converted to fixed-point format with the chosen positions of radix points for each layer.

Note that we use a greedy strategy by optimizing the radix position layer by layer. If we optimize all the layers together, the solution space is exponential to the number of layers, which will be too computation consuming. Our experimental
results show that this greedy strategy can simplify state-of-the-art network to 8-bit fixed point format with negligible accuracy loss.

After data quantization, all the data in the network is set to fixed-point format of the same bit-width. But the result of each layer is extended to wider bit-width after multiplication and accumulation.

B. Hardware Architecture

As discussed in section III, the CNN accelerator should be run-time configurable. Our previous work [8] is limited to VGG models. In this work, a flexible instruction interface is proposed. The calculation of CNN is described with three kinds of instructions: LOAD, SAVE and CALC, corresponding to the I/O with external memory and the convolution operation. Most of the variations of state-of-the-art CNN models are covered with this instruction set. Each instruction is 128-bit or 192-bit and contains the following fields:

- **Operation code** is used to distinguish different instructions.
- **Dependency code** sets the flags for inter-instruction dependency and helps to parallelize different kinds of instructions. This enables scheduling before instruction execution.
- **Parameter** contains specific fields for each kind of instruction. For LOAD and SAVE instructions, address and size description for the data block in external memory and on-chip memory is set. Offer the address interface of on-chip memory helps the software fully utilize the limited on-chip memory. For CALC instructions, data block address and size in on-chip memory are set. Other flags for pooling, bias, and padding are also set.

A hardware architecture is proposed as shown in Figure 6 to support this instruction interface. It can be divided into four parts: PE array, On-chip Buffer, External Memory and Controller.

**PE Array**: The PE array implements the convolution operations in CNN. Three levels of parallelism are implemented by PE array:

- **Kernel level parallelism.** Each PE consists of several convolution engines. Each convolution engine computes the inner product of the convolution kernel and a window of the image in parallel.
- **Input channel parallelism.** Different convolution engines in each PE do convolution on different input channels in parallel. The results of different input channels are added together as CNN defines.
- **Output channel parallelism.** Different PEs share the same input channels, but not the convolution kernels, to compute different output channels in parallel.

A detailed structure of a single PE is shown in Figure 7. Within each PE, different convolvers calculate 2D convolution on different input channels in parallel. As introduced in section III, in state-of-the-art CNN models, the most popular convolution kernel is of size $3 \times 3$. So we adopt the $3 \times 3$ convolution kernel in our hardware based on the line buffer.
design [22] This achieves the kernel level parallelism and makes good reuse of image data. Though the kernel is fixed, we are still available to support other kernel sizes as shown in Figure 9. For smaller kernels like 1×1 ones, the kernel is padded to 3×3 to be supported. For larger kernels like 5×5 ones, multiple 3×3 kernels are used to cover it. This means doing 3×3 convolution on the same image with slight deviation and add the result together.

With the help of data quantization, the multipliers and adders can be simplified to use fixed-point data with certain bit-width. To avoid data overflow, bit-width is extended for intermediate data. For our 8-bit design, 24-bit intermediate data is used. Shifters are used to align the bias with the accumulated data and cut the final result according to data quantization result for each layer.

**On-chip Buffer** This part separates PE Array with External Memory. This means data I/O and calculation can be done in parallel. Output buffer also offers intermediate result to PE Array if more than one round of calculation is needed for an output channel. As mentioned in section III, CNN is memory intensive. Thus we need to efficiently utilize on-chip buffer. We introduce a 2-D description interface to manage the data, which is shown in Figure 8. Each of the image in the buffer is described with the following parameters: start address, width, height, and line step. This enables that software can fully utilize the on-chip buffer for different feature map sizes. With this interface, software can also implement the ping-pong strategy on these buffer by splitting the matrix with address.

**External Memory** For state-of-the-art CNN and the currently available embedded platforms, On-chip Buffer is usually insufficient to cache all the parameters and data. External memory is used to save all the parameters of the network and the result of each layer. In the proposed system, external memory is also used for the communication between the CNN kernel and the host CPU. Using a shared memory for data communication has the chance of reducing abundant data transportation.

**Controller** This part receives, decodes and issues instructions to the other three parts. Controller monitors the work state of each part and checks if the current instruction to this part can be issued. Thus the host can send the generated instructions to Controller through a simple FIFO interface and wait for the work to finish by checking the state registers in Controller. This reduces the scheduling overhead for the host at run-time. Other tasks can be done with the host CPU when CNN is running.

Figure 10 shows the structure of this part. Parallel execution of instructions may cause data hazard. In hardware, an instruction is executed if: 1) the corresponding hardware is free and 2) the instructions it depends on have finished. Condition 1 is maintained by LOAD Ins FIFO, CALC Ins FIFO and SAVE Ins FIFO as shown in Figure 10. The instructions in the FIFOs are issued when the corresponding hardware is free. Condition 2 is maintained by checking the dependency code in Dep Check module.

**C. Compiler**

A compiler is proposed to map the network descriptor to the instructions. Optimization is done to deal with the high storage complexity of CNN. Some basic scheduling rules are followed in this compiler to fully utilize the data localization in CNN and reduce data I/O:

1. **Input channel first.** Sometimes, the input feature map needs to be cut into smaller blocks. We keep a set of loaded input feature map blocks in input buffer and generates as many output channels’ intermediate results as possible. This means the convolution kernels are changing in this process. Usually, feature map is much larger than convolution kernels. So keeping the feature maps on-chip is better than keeping the convolution kernels.

2. **Output channel second.** When the feature maps are cut into blocks, we first calculate all the output blocks at the same position and then move on to the next position.

3. **No intermediate result out.** This means when the output buffer is full with intermediate results, we load a new set of input feature maps to input buffer and do accumulation on these output channels.

4. **Back and forth.** When a set of output buffer finishes the calculation, we have traversed all the input channels. The next round of traverse is done in the opposite direction. This reduces a redundant LOAD between two rounds of traverse.

Three steps are included in the compiling process:

**Block partition.** Since the on-chip memory is limited, especially for embedded platforms, not all the feature maps and network parameters for one layer can be cached on-chip. Thus we need to partition the calculation of one layer to fit each block into the hardware. Different partition strategies are analyzed, in order to achieve high efficiency, while almost any kind of partition can be implemented with the instruction set. The main problem of the partition is the bandwidth requirement. Reducing I/O can reduce power consumption and saves the bandwidth for other cooperative accelerators and the host in the system. To remain the data I/O burst length, we require that the feature map is cut horizontally for the row-major data format. Then the remained problem is to decide how many rows are in a single block.

Suppose a layer has $M$ input feature maps of size $f \times f$ and $N$ output feature maps of the same size. The convolution kernels are of size $K \times K$. The buffer size for input, output and convolution kernels are $B_i$, $B_o$, and $B_w$, $r$ rows are in each feature map block. Since we do not store intermediate result
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first output channel. To utilize output buffer, moving from the blocks at one position to the next. Similar to weight buffer, then extra data exchange is needed when each channel stored continuously. Then, the memory space for the result of each layer should be allocated. The data format will be automatically handled by hardware. Only two blocks of memory are needed during the calculation of one layer, one for input and one for output. Thus the memory space for non-adjacent layer’s result can overlap. The compiler supports the case if an intermediate layer’s result is needed and preserves the space from rewritten by other layers.

Then, memory space for convolution kernels and bias is allocated. This space is preserved during the whole process of CNN acceleration. Usually this space is only initialized once before the first time for CNN acceleration. With the block

to DDR, the output amount is a constant to a layer. We can generate the functions for the input amount of input feature maps and convolution kernels as \( D_i \) in equation (2) and \( D_w \) in equation (3).

\[
R = \frac{B_i}{M f} - K + 1 \tag{1}
\]

\[
D_i = \begin{cases} 
\frac{f}{r}((r + K - 1)fM - B_i) + \frac{Nrf}{B_o} & r \leq R \\
\frac{f}{r}(r + K - 1)fM - B_i + \frac{Nrf}{B_o} & r > R 
\end{cases} \tag{2}
\]

\[
D_w = \begin{cases} 
\frac{MNK^2}{2} & MNK^2 \leq B_w \\
\frac{MNK^2 - B_w}{2} + B_w & MNK^2 > B_w
\end{cases} \tag{3}
\]

The above functions do not consider the non-divisible situations. In our compiler, a simulation is done to calculate all the input amount for each possible \( r \). The \( r \) with the least input amount is selected. Three examples are shown in Figure 11.

As for case (a), only the first branch of \( D_i \) is satisfied. So the total input amount can be expressed as equation (4). \( r \) should be as large as possible in this case.

\[
D_i + D_w = \frac{f}{r} \left[ Mf(K - 1) + MNK^2 - B_w \right] + \text{const}. \tag{4}
\]

Case (b) is a typical layer in the middle of a CNN model where the number of channels is large and the feature maps are of middle size. The split condition \( R \) lies in the domain of \( r \) so both of the branches should be considered. For the second branch, the total input amount can be expressed as equation (5). In this case, a local minimum solution can be found.

\[
D_i + D_w = (B_i - B_w + MNK^2) \frac{f}{r} + \frac{MNK^3}{B_o}r + \text{const}. \tag{5}
\]

Case (c) is a typical layer at the end of a CNN model where the number of channels is large and the feature maps are small. Only the first branch in equation (2) is satisfied. So the solution is the same to case (a).

Note that \( B_i \) and \( B_o \) in case (a) are different from that in case (b) and case (c). Only three input channels are used in this layer while we have 16 input channels in hardware design. So \( B_i \) is only 3/16 of the total input buffer size.

**Memory Mapping.** External memory space is allocated for the communication between host CPU and the CNN accelerator. First, input feature map memory space should be allocated. The feature maps should be in the row-major format with each channel stored continuously. Then, the memory space for the result of each layer should be allocated. The data format will be automatically handled by hardware. Only two blocks of memory are needed during the calculation of one layer, one for input and one for output. Thus the memory space for non-adjacent layer’s result can overlap. The compiler supports the case if an intermediate layer’s result is needed and preserves the space from rewritten by other layers.

For convolution kernels, if the total amount of data is larger than weight buffer, then extra data exchange is needed when moving from the blocks at one position to the next. Similar to the input feature maps, \( B_w \) data can be reused and we get the second branch of equation (3). This is the common case for our design.

**Fig. 11: Examples of block partition.** \( B_i, B_o \) and \( B_w \) are effective value.
partition result, the order of how the convolution kernels and bias are used is determined. A parameter.bin file filling the parameter memory space is generated according to this order. On-chip memory is also allocated for input and output feature map blocks and also the convolution kernels according to the block partition result. After all the memory allocation, the corresponding address fields in the instruction sequence are filled.

Dependency Check. After memory mapping step, the instruction set can already finish the CNN calculation process. But data dependency check can find potential parallelism between calculation and data I/O. This step checks the data dependency among instructions and sets the flag bits in instructions to let the hardware explore the parallelism. The order of the instructions is also adjusted to make the most use of hardware parallelism.

D. Run-time Work Flow

The run-time work flow of the proposed system is shown in Figure 12. In the initialization phase, the parameter.bin file generated by data quantization should be loaded into the memory according to the address given by compiler. Instructions should be prepared in the memory as well. At runtime, non-CNN tasks are run on the ARM core in the system. When CNN is to be called, the input image is first copied to the physical memory space allocated by the compiler, then the instructions are sent down to the accelerator. While the accelerator is working, other tasks can be executed with the host CPU. The host checks the state register of the accelerator to see if it is done. Then the algorithm goes on. Note that multiple CNN can be done within each frame while the graph is an example of one inference per frame.

V. EXPERIMENT

In this section, the proposed data quantization strategy is analyzed on different state-of-the-art CNNs. The hardware performance is then evaluated with the quantized networks.

A. Data Quantization Result

The proposed data quantization strategy is evaluated on four networks: GoogLeNet [23], VGG-16 network [2], SqueezeNet [13], and VGG-CNN-F model which is available from the model zoo in Caffe [24]. ImageNet classification dataset [25] is used for quantization and verification. 50 images are used to optimize the radix position of each layer. 5000 images are used to test the classification accuracy of the network. After data quantization, fine-tune is done on all the bit-width configurations. 32-bit floating point result is used as the baseline. Experimental results are shown in Table II.

For all the networks, 16-bit data quantization brings within 1% accuracy loss on ImageNet dataset except for the fine-tune result on VGG-CNN-F. This is consistent with previous work. Going down to 8bit, VGG-16 and VGG-CNN-F model remains a similar performance as 16-bit while GoogLeNet and SqueezeNet suffer further performance loss. Until 8-bit data quantization, the performance of all the models remains relatively high. With 6-bit data quantization, all the models crash, to some extent. Thus we choose 8-bit and 16-bit in our hardware implementation.

Fine tune is also done on all the models. It works well on VGG-16 and VGG-CNN-F model but is not helpful to GoogLeNet and SqueezeNet. Focusing on VGG-16 and VGG-CNN-F, we see that fine tune is important especially when the bit-width is narrow. It brings more than 13% top-1 accuracy improvement on VGG-16 model when using 6-bit fixed point data.

Besides image classification, we also tested this strategy on the face alignment network in Figure 2. Compared with classification, the network used in this task outputs the key point coordinates rather than a relative score and thus requires a higher data precision. Example alignment results are shown in Figure 13. 8-bit data quantization in this application still offers good performance. The coordinate error is within 2
TABLE II: Data quantization result on different CNN models. The two columns for each bit-width configuration indicate the model is applied fine tune or not.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>16bit</th>
<th>8bit</th>
<th>6bit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>raw</td>
<td>fine tune</td>
<td>raw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GoogLeNet</td>
<td>68.60%</td>
<td>68.75%</td>
<td>68.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-1</td>
<td>88.65%</td>
<td>88.90%</td>
<td>88.45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>65.77%</td>
<td>67.93%</td>
<td>65.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-1</td>
<td>58.69%</td>
<td>58.69%</td>
<td>58.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SqueezeNet</td>
<td>55.06%</td>
<td>57.78%</td>
<td>55.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top-1</td>
<td>78.37%</td>
<td>80.61%</td>
<td>78.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Hardware parameter and resource utilization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>#PE</th>
<th>#Conv</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>LUT</th>
<th>BRAM</th>
<th>DSP</th>
<th>Clock</th>
<th>Conv Performance (GOPS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XC7Z045</td>
<td>16-bit</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>127653(29%)</td>
<td>182616(84%)</td>
<td>486(89%)</td>
<td>780(87%)</td>
<td>150MHz</td>
<td>187.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XC7Z020</td>
<td>8-bit</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>35489(33%)</td>
<td>29867(56%)</td>
<td>85.5(61%)</td>
<td>190(86.4%)</td>
<td>214MHz</td>
<td>84.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XC7Z030</td>
<td>8-bit</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3497(22%)</td>
<td>43118(55%)</td>
<td>203(77%)</td>
<td>400(100%)</td>
<td>150MHz</td>
<td>105.2*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XC7Z045</td>
<td>8-bit</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>85172(19%)</td>
<td>139385(64%)</td>
<td>390.5(72%)</td>
<td>900(100%)</td>
<td>150MHz</td>
<td>292.0*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The performance is estimated by simulation

Another application of CNN is object detection. Recent work is using CNN to generate proposals from an image and give each one a classification result. In our test, we choose YOLO [26] detection algorithm with the YOLO tiny model for pedestrian detection task. This algorithm is applied to the video recorded from drones. 8-bit data quantization is also applied to the convolution layers of the network. One sample result is shown in Figure 14. These two examples show that 8-bit data quantization can support common applications.

B. Hardware Performance

Two FPGA-based designs of the hardware architecture are carried out. A 16-bit version of the design is implemented on the Xilinx XC7Z045 chip which targets at high-performance applications. An 8-bit version is implemented on the Xilinx XC7Z020 chip which targets at low power applications.

The hardware parameters and resource utilization of our design are shown in Table III. All the results are generated by Vivado 2015.4 version after synthesis and implementation. By choosing the design parameters properly, we can fully utilize the on-chip resource. Note that we are not using all the resource on XC7Z020 because the design coexists with an HDMI display logic for our demo. Comparing the 8-bit and 16-bit version result on XC7Z045, we see that 8-bit version offers 50% more parallelism while consuming less resource. This shows the importance of data quantization.

The VGG16 network is used to test the performance and energy efficiency of our design on XC7Z045 and XC7Z020 FPGAs. The result together with that of other FPGA designs for CNN and GPU is shown in Table IV. Some conclusions can be drawn from this comparison.

First, precision greatly affects the energy efficiency. Early designs [27] [7] using 48-bit fixed-point data or 32-bit floating point data are with much lower energy efficiency. Comparing the estimated 8-bit design on XC7Z045 with the 16-bit version also gives this conclusion. These two designs utilize similar resource and run with the same clock frequency, thus should consume similar power. But the 8-bit design offers more than 50% performance improvement, which means the energy efficiency is better.

Second, the utilization of the hardware is important. The reported performance in [6] is 200GOPS when the network perfectly matches the 10 × 10 convolver design. But for the 5 × 5 and 7 × 7 kernels, the performance is down to 23 GOPs. As discussed in section II, most of the computation in state-of-the-art neural networks is from 3 × 3 convolution. So the proposed design in this work should be better.

Third, memory I/O affects the energy efficiency. The
TABLE IV: Performance comparison of Angel-Eye on XC7Z045 and XC7Z020 with other FPGA designs and GPU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Virtex 5 SX240t</th>
<th>Zynq XC7Z045</th>
<th>Virtex 7 VX485t</th>
<th>Virtex 7 VX690T</th>
<th>Zynq XC7Z045</th>
<th>Zynq XC7Z020</th>
<th>Ours</th>
<th>GPU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clock (MHz)</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>Nvidia Titan X (maxwell)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth (GB/s)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>336</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data format</td>
<td>48-bit fixed</td>
<td>16-bit fixed</td>
<td>32-bit float</td>
<td>16-bit fixed</td>
<td>16-bit fixed</td>
<td>8-bit fixed</td>
<td>float(batch 1)</td>
<td>float(batch 32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power (W)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>18.61</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>9.63</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance (GOP/s)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>23.18*</td>
<td>61.62</td>
<td>565.9</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>84.3(CONV)</td>
<td>3544</td>
<td>5991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Efficiency (GOPs/W)</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The performance is of the face detector application in [6] where the 552M-op network is running at 42 frames per second.

TABLE V: Performance comparison of Angel-Eye on XC7Z020 with TK1 and TX1 on different tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VGG</th>
<th>YOLO</th>
<th>Face Alignment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>time/frame (ms)</td>
<td>performance (GOP/s)</td>
<td>time/frame (ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7Z020</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>84.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK1(fp32)</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>88.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX1(fp32)</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX1(fp16)</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the three platforms perform better on larger CNN models. But the proposed design offers a more stable performance. On YOLO and face alignment tasks, Angel-Eye even offers better performance than TK1 and achieves similar performance as TX1. This is because the parallelism pattern of GPU does not fit into small network well. The running power of TK1 and TX1 are 10W while that of Angel-Eye on XC7Z020 is only 3.5W. So our design can achieve up to 16× better energy efficiency than TK1 and 10× better than TX1.

For the 8-bit version implementation on XC7Z020, two more tasks, YOLO, and face alignment are used for evaluation besides the VGG-16 network. We compare the performance of our design with the 28nm NVIDIA TK1 SoC and the latest NVIDIA TX1 SoC platforms. For YOLO and face alignment, CNN part is implemented on FPGA. The rest of the algorithms are handled by the integrated CPU in the SoC. Although a batched way of processing can fully utilize the parallelism of GPU on TK1 or TX1, it is not a good choice for real-time video processing because it increases latency. For some applications like tracking, the result of one frame is used for the computation on the next frame. This requires the frames to be processed one by one. So we do not use batch in our experiment. Performance comparison is shown in Table V.

VI. RELATED WORK

Though many regions in machine learning benefit from neural network like algorithms, one of the main drawbacks is the high computation complexity, especially for CNNs. Various ways of accelerating CNN algorithms have been proposed, in hardware level, with dedicated designed accelerators, or in software level, aiming at compressing the network.

A. CNN Accelerator

It is common to accelerate the original version of CNN with 32-bit floating point data on GPUs since Caffe [24] and many other neural network frameworks are offering convenient
TABLE VI: Design character of state-of-the-art CNN accelerators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>platform</th>
<th>on-chip memory</th>
<th>external memory</th>
<th>loop unroll strategy</th>
<th>multi-layer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>kernel</td>
<td>feature map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVPR 2011 [29]</td>
<td>Xilinx Virtex6 240t</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVPR 2014 [6]</td>
<td>Xilinx XC7Z045</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA 2015 [7]</td>
<td>Xilinx Virtex7 485t</td>
<td>4.6MB</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA 2016 [8]</td>
<td>Xilinx XC7Z045</td>
<td>2.2MB</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSCC 2016 [30]</td>
<td>65nm ASIC</td>
<td>108KB</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISSCC 2016 [31]</td>
<td>65nm ASIC</td>
<td>36KB</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPL 2016 [28]</td>
<td>Xilinx VC709</td>
<td>7.6MB</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPL 2016 [32]</td>
<td>Xilinx Virtex7 485t</td>
<td>9.8MB</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GPU interface. But the energy efficiency is not good and the high power of GPUs limits the application range. Thus various architectures have been proposed to accelerate CNNs, including both ASIC and FPGA designs. As discussed in [7], one Conv Layer can be expressed as six nested loops on input channel, output channel, two dimensions on feature map, and two dimensions on convolution kernel. The key point in CNN accelerator design is the unrolling strategy of the loops for each layer.

Fixed loop unrolling strategy is commonly applied in CNN accelerator designs. Zhang et al. [7] analyzed the data sharing relation of different iterations of a loop to evaluate the cost of unrolling. Calculation on different input channels and that for different output channels are of the lowest cost to be parallelized. But feature map level and kernel level parallelization are not fully explored. On these two levels, data locality is obvious. Utilizing this character can further reduce the data movement between different memory hierarchies and thus reduce energy cost. nn-X [6] adopted 2-D convolver design of size $10 \times 10$, which achieves kernel level parallelization. Our previous work [8] uses a $3 \times 3$ convolver design targeting at VGG network. Smaller convolver fits better with the trend of reducing convolution kernel size in CNN design. ShiDianNao [20] implements a mesh grid style structure to achieve parallelization on feature map level. A similar strategy is also adopted by [31].

Since the size of each layer is different, it is hard to use a fixed loop unrolling strategy to fit into all the layers. This means the calculation logic is not fully utilized. Configurable loop unrolling costs much in data routing but can fit into different network topologies better. Chen et al. [30] proposed a 2-D PE array design optimized for CNN. The global bus is used to broadcast and collect data from PEs. The connections are configurable to group different PEs together as convolvers of different sizes. The overhead is the routing cost and extra bits to identify the target PE of the data.

All the designs above achieves intra layer parallelization. Some other works focus on inter layer parallelization. Li, et al. [28] uses a pipeline design and accelerates all the layers concurrently on a single chip. By implementing each layer independently, calculation resource can be evenly allocated among different layers to achieve the highest efficiency for all the layers. This kind of solution is easily scaled up to a larger platform but hard to be scaled down. Also, state of the art CNN model involves up to 100 layers [14] which is also hard to be supported by this solution. Another work by Shen, et al. [32] implements a similar design but group some of the adjacent layers, making it less resource consuming.

Besides computation, the high storage complexity is another challenge for CNN accelerator designs. For real applications, totally using on-chip memory is not feasible, especially on embedded systems. Du, et al. [20] discussed data management in on-chip cache to fully utilize the hardware parallelization strategy. All the data is assumed on-chip in this work, so no external memory is used. Qiu, et al. [8] discussed the data arrangement in external memory to maximize the burst length of data access. This raises the bandwidth utility factor. Multi-layer implementations [28] [32] reduce the communication with the external memory for intermediate results but requires large on-chip memory.

A comparison of these designs is in Table VI. As discussed above, memory system and parallel strategy for each work are listed in this table. It is common to use a single layer implementation with static loop unroll strategy, which is the same as this work. The latest research on CNN explores the sparsity to further reduce the computation complexity. In this situation, more dedicated hardware should be designed to utilize sparsity. Latest accelerator designs [33] [34] [35] is focusing on sparsity to achieve higher energy efficiency.

B. Network Compression

Convolutional Neural Network offers a high performance against traditional CV algorithms but brings with it high computation complexity. Besides hardware acceleration, reducing the model complexity is also a cutting edge topic. On CPU and GPU platforms, usually 32-bit floating point data is used for computing. [6] and [20] use 16-bit fixed-point data with 8 bit for integer and 8bit for fractional in their hardware design, which proves to bring negligible accuracy loss. Our previous work [8] shows that 8-bit for CONV layers and 4-bit for FC layers is a promising solution for the VGG model. Han, et al. [9] compress the data to 4-bit by clustering. But the data are converted back to 32-bit floating point format for computation. Some of the recent work [10] [36] is trying 1-bit or 2-bit data.
This requires more techniques in training the network. More experiments are needed to validate these techniques.

Besides reducing the bit-width, reducing the number of connections is another way to compress the network. Singular value decomposition (SVD) is a common way for matrix approximation and has been applied to compress FC layers [9]. Han, et al. used iterative pruning in their work which reduces the number of connections of the FC layers of VGG-16 model to 1/13.

C. CNN Acceleration Design Flow

Besides single accelerator design, some work focuses on automatic tool mapping CNN onto hardware, which is similar to this work. Zhang, et al. [11] proposed a CNN acceleration framework to automatically choose the best hardware parameters given the model files from Caffe. Dedicated design space exploration is done based on roofline model. Data organization in DRAM is also handled in the framework. In [12], an ISA is proposed to describe the network as a data flow graph(DFG). With the DFG, software compiler can statically schedule the whole process of computing one network. But the graph is also converted to a finite state machine and is not run-time configurable. Another framework by [37] partitions deep learning algorithms into basic blocks and generates a combination of the blocks targeting at a certain network.

On the server side, targeting at a single network is a good choice to achieve extreme hardware performance. For real-time mobile applications, more than one network may be needed. The overhead of programming FPGA at run-time to switch network is too large. In this paper, the proposed CNN acceleration flow isolates the design of hardware and software. The hardware parameter can be chosen based on a certain network structure but it supports different networks by simply changing the software at run-time. This makes it more suitable for complex applications. Also, this kind of design usually requires more resource than single-layer implementations and thus is not suitable for embedded FPGA platforms.

VII. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a complete flow for mapping CNN onto customized hardware. A data quantization strategy is proposed to compress the bit-width used in CNN. Evaluated on state-of-the-art CNN models, this strategy brings negligible performance loss with 16-bit and 8-bit configuration. A compiler is also implemented to map different CNN models to instruction sequences. Optimization is done on compilation to fully utilize the on-chip cache and the parallelism between calculation and data I/O. For the hardware, we extend our previous work [8] with a flexible instruction interface to support this work. Experimental results show that 16-bit Angel-Eye on XC7Z045 is 6× faster and 5× better in power efficiency than peer FPGA implementation on the same platform. The 8-bit version on XC7Z020 achieves up to 16× better energy efficiency than NVIDIA TK1 and 10× better than TX1. More importantly, we show that data bitwidth, computation resource utilization, and memory I/O amount are the three aspects that should be focused to design efficient hardware for CNN acceleration.

Some aspects of this work still need improvement. For CNN acceleration, better performance can be achieved. As mentioned in section VI-B, the latest network compression work is adopting 1-bit design. Focusing on hardware accelerator with narrower bit-width is one direction of future work. The sparsity of CNN offers more chance of acceleration. Also, fast algorithm on convolution has been proposed and proved to work well on CNN [38], integrating this algorithm into the accelerator is also a good choice to further improve the hardware performance.

For the whole system, simply accelerate CNN may not be the best choice. Though CNN is powerful in many regions, it can not cover every corner of an application. Optimization on integration with other accelerators to explore the best system level design should be done in the future.
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